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Opinion
[*661] MEMORANDUM OPINION
I. Introduction
This case arises from Plaintiff Seamus Johnston's allegations
that Defendants discriminated against him [**2] based on his
sex and his transgender statusI by prohibiting him from using
sex-segregated locker rooms and restrooms that were
designated for men. Although the parties have submitted
lengthy briefs and have advanced numerous arguments, this
case presents one central question: whether a university,
receiving federal funds, engages in unlawful discrimination,
in violation of the United States Constitution and federal and
state statutes, when it prohibits a transgender male student
from using sex-segregated restrooms and locker rooms
designated for men on a university campus. The simple
answer is no.
Pending before the Court in this matter is Defendants' motion
to dismiss (ECF No. 9) the second amended complaint (ECF
No. 7) pursuant to Fecler~~ll Rule v,~'Citi~il l'r•ncedrir~e 12(1~)(6~.
Thus, the issue this Court must decide is whether Plaintiff has
stated a cognizable claim of discrimination on the basis of sex
under the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States

~ As will be explained below, Plaintiff was born a female but
identifies as a transgender male.
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Constitution and Title IX of the Education Amendments.2 The
Court finds that Plaintiff has failed to allege a plausible claim
for relief as a matter of law. Accordingly, and for the reasons
explained below, the Court will GRANT Defendants' motion
to dismiss.
II. Jurisdiction
The Court has jurisdiction over the federal constitutional and
statutory claims pursuant to 28 U.S.C. ,¢~, 1343 and 42
U.S.C. etS
. The Court has supplemental jurisdiction over
the state law claims pursuant to ?b' Ci.S.C. 4+ 1367. Venue is
proper under '~4 U.S. t:. ~y~' 1391f1~1 because a substantial
portion of the events giving rise to the claims occurred in the
Western District of Pennsylvania.
III. Background
Plaintiff alleges the following facts in his second amended
complaint, which the [*662] Court will accept as true for the
purpose of deciding the pending motion to dismiss. Plaintiff
identifies as a transgender male. (ECF No. 7 ~('~ 1, 18).
According to Plaintiff, "although he was assigned the sex of
female at birth, he is legally, socially, and medically
recognized as a man." (Id. ¶¶ 1, 18). Plaintiff understood his
male gender identity3 at a very early age, informing his
parents that he was a boy at age 9. (Id. ~( 20). In May 2009,
Plaintiff transitioned to living in accordance with his male
gender identity and began holding himself out as a male in
all [**4] aspects of life. (Id. x(21).
Beginning in August 2010, Plaintiff underwent counseling
related to his gender identity and was diagnosed by his
psychotherapist with Gender Identity Disorder ("GID").4 (Id.

¶ 22). In August 2011, Plaintiff began hormone treatment for
his GID in the form of testosterone injections.5 (Id. ¶ 26).
Beginning in 2009, as part of Plaintiffs transition to living as
a male, he "amended his identity documents and records to
reflect his male gender identity." (Id. ¶ 27). In 2010, Plaintiff
obtained a common law name change to "Seamus Samuel
Padraig Johnston." (Id. ¶ 28). In October 2011, Plaintiff
amended the gender marker to male on his Pennsylvania
driver's license. (Id. ¶ 29). In July 2011, Plaintiff registered
with the Selective Service. (Id. ¶ 30). In February 2012,
Plaintiff amended the gender marker to male on his United
States passport. (Id. ~ 31). In November 2013, Plaintiff
amended the gender marker to male in his Social Security
record. (Id. ~( 32).
Plaintiff attended the University of Pittsburgh at Johnstown
("UPJ" or "University") as an undergraduate Computer
Science major for five semesters from 2009 to 2011. (Id. ~( 7).
Plaintiff received an REB Commuter Scholarship, afour-year
scholarship covering full tuition, fees, and books, which
he [**6] maintained for the entire time he was enrolled at
UPJ. (Id. ~[¶ 35-36).
When Plaintiff applied for admission to UPJ in March 2009,
he listed his sex as "female" on his application form. (Id. ¶¶
33-34). However, when Plaintiff began attending classes at
UPJ in August 2009, and at all times thereafter, Plaintiff
"consistently lived as male.° (Id. ¶¶ 37-38). In August 2011,
Plaintiff requested that UPJ change the gender marker to male
in his school records.6 (Id. ¶ 39). In the fall of 2011, Plaintiff
presented UPJ with a [*663] notarized affidavit regarding his
name change, and UPJ changed the name on his student
records to "Seamus Samuel Padraig Johnston." (Id. ~('~ 40-41).
While enrolled as a student at UPJ, Plaintiff consistently used
the men's restrooms on campus. (Id. ¶ 42). During the

Z Because the Court dismisses [**3] both of Plaintiffs federal
question claims, the Court will decline to exercise jurisdiction over
P1ainCiffs state law claims and thus will not discuss those claims in
this memorandum opinion.
3 Plaintiff avers, "Gender identity is a person's deeply rooted
understanding of oneself as male or female. Gender identity is
typically established at a very early age and cannot be changed."
(ECF No. 7 ¶ 19).
4 "Gender identity disorder is most simply described as an
individual's confusion or discomfort about his or her sexual status as
a biological male or female." I'ur~m~~r v. tlm,~lc-Sctiti~~e,~ 6~4 F. S~r~~.
ld Il(7. 122 (U. I_),(:. I~991 (discussing clinical definition and
diagnosis criteria for GID). In the fifth edition of the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5) (2013), which was
released in May 2013, the American Psychiatric Association
replaced the diagnostic name "gender identity disorder" with "gender
dysphoria," defining gender dysphoria as a diagnosis for "people
tC

whose gender at birth is contrary to the one they identify with." See
Gender Dysphoria Fact Sheet, American Psychiatric Association,
at [**5]
available
0?O1~
uc~t"o_'
%C~~nclG,r.o
„201~7=.~~haria°
mah :~;%i~ri~~~ti~. ~sm5.nrg~I}oc~zrments
OSheet. ~c~
5 As Plaintiff explains in his second amended complaint,
"Testosterone causes development of male secondary sex
characteristics, including increased muscle mass, deepening of the
voice, and facial and body hair growth." (ECF No. 7 ¶ 26).
6 Plaintiff alleges that he "submitted the first of multiple unsuccessful
inquiries to . . .amend the gender marker on his school records."
(ECF No. 7 ¶ 39). It is unclear from the complaint whether UPJ ever
changed the gender marker to male in his school records. However,
because Plaintiff alleges that his "inquiry" was "unsuccessful," it
appears that UPJ did not change the gender marker in his school
records.
~7~~'1
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spring [**7] 2011 semester, Plaintiff enrolled in a men's
weight training class, which was attended only by men. (Id. ¶
43). Plaintiff used the men's locker room for the men's weight
training class throughout the spring 2011 semester. (Id. ¶ 44).
Plaintiff again enrolled in a men's weight training class for the
fall 2011 semester, and again began using the men's locker
room. (Id. ~( 45). Plaintiff used the locker room approximately
five times between the end of August and mid-September
without incident. (Id.).
However, on September 19, 2011, Plaintiff met with Teresa
Horner, Executive Director of Health and Wellness Services
at UPJ, who informed Plaintiff that he could no longer use the
men's locker room. (Id. ¶¶ 46-47). Instead, Plaintiff agreed to
use a unisex locker room at the Sports Center normally
reserved for referees. (Id. ¶ 47). On September 26, 2011,
Jonathan Wescott, UPJ Vice President of Student Affairs,
informed Plaintiff that "he would be allowed to use the men's
locker room if his student records were updated from female
to male.° (Id, ¶ 50). On September 29, 2011, Marylin
Alberter, UPJ Registrar, informed Plaintiff that, in order to
change the sex designation on his student records, [**8]
Plaintiff must provide either a court order or a new birth
certificate reflecting Plaintiffs current gender. (Id. ¶¶ 51-52).
On October 19, 2011, Plaintiff registered a complaint with
Jem Spectar, UPJ President, to protest his exclusion from the
men's locker room. (Id. '~ 57). Spectar responded by a letter
dated October 21, 2011, confirming that, in order for Plaintiff
to have access to the men's locker room, he must officially
change his gender in UPJ's records by presenting a court order
or birth certificate. (Id. ¶ 58).
In October 2011, Plaintiff began reusing the men's locker
room, using the locker room six times between October 24,
2011, and November 14, 2011, without incident. (Id. ~( 59).
On November 16, 2011, the campus police issued a citation to
Plaintiff for disorderly conduct because he used the men's
locker room. (Id. ¶ 60). Despite receiving this citation,
Plaintiff continued to use the men's locker room. (Id. '~ 61).
On November 21, 2011, Plaintiff received a second citation
for disorderly conduct for using the men's locker room. (Id. ¶
62). During this confrontation, Campus Police Chief Kevin
Grady informed Plaintiff that, if he continued to use the men's
locker room, [**9] he would be arrested and taken into
custody. (Id. ¶ 62). On November 28, 2011, Jacob W. Harper,
Coordinator for the LTPJ Office of Student Conduct and
Conflict Resolution, issued an interim persona non grata
against Plaintiff, barring him from the Sports Center due to
his continued use of the men's locker room. (Id. ¶¶ 63, 65).
Additionally, on November 21, 2011, Harper notified Plaintiff
that disciplinary charges had been filed against him and that
he was required to attend a disciplinary hearing on November
23, 2011, which was subsequently rescheduled for December
C•

2, 2011. (Id. ¶ 64).
On November 28, 2011, Plaintiff again used the men's locker
room, and Campus Police took Plaintiff into custody and
issued another disorderly conduct citation. (Id. ¶ 66). On
December 2, 2011, at a disciplinary hearing, Plaintiff was
found guilty of three charges resulting from alleged violations
of the Student Code of Conduct, and was instructed that he
was [*664] not to use any male locker rooms or restroom
facilities on campus. (Id. ¶ 68). As a result of the findings at
the disciplinary hearing, several sanctions were imposed
against Plaintiff, including a required counseling assessment,
disciplinary probation [**10] for approximately one year, and
exclusion from all male-designated campus facilities until
Plaintiff graduated from UPJ. (Id. '~ 69).
Nevertheless, on December 7, 2011, Plaintiff used a men's
restroom in the Wellness Center to change his clothes, and
Campus Police confronted Plaintiff, informing him that he
was not to use any men's restrooms on campus. (Id. ¶ 67).
Then, on December 15, 2011, Plaintiff used a men's restroom
in Biddle Hall, an academic building on the UPJ campus. (Id.
~( 70). Officer Matthew Updyke confronted Plaintiff,
reminded Plaintiff that he was not permitted to enter any
men's restrooms on campus, and informed Plaintiff that he
intended to file a compraint with the University Hearing
Board. (Id. ~( 70). On December 20, 2011, Harper informed
Plaintiff that, due to his use of the men's restrooms on
December 7 and December 1S, Plaintiff would be placed on
interim disciplinary suspension and barred under an interim
persona non grata from all UPJ property pending an
adjudicatory hearing. (Id. ~ 71). A disciplinary hearing was
held on January 24, 2012, before a panel of students, who
found Plaintiff guilty of exhibiting disorderly, lewd, or
indecent behavior; failing to [**il] comply with lawful
directions of a University official; and entering University
facilities without authorization. (Id. ~( 72). As a result,
Plaintiff was expelled from UPJ and prohibited from
accessing all UPJ property. (Id. ~ 72). Following a "sanction
justification review," Dr. Gyure upheld Plaintiffs expulsion.
(Id. '~ 73). Similarly, the University Appeals Board reviewed
the case and upheld the disciplinary sanctions against
Plaintiff. (Id. ¶¶ 74-75).
Due to his expulsion from UPJ, Plaintiff lost his scholarship.
(Id. ~( 76). Additionally, on December 2, 2011, the UPJ
Campus Police filed a criminal complaint with the District
Attorney's office, which charged Plaintiff with indecent
exposure, criminal trespass, and disorderly conduct. (Id. ¶ 77).
On May 30, 2013, Plaintiff pled guilty to the reduced charges
of trespass and disorderly conduct and was sentenced to six
months' probation and a fine of approximately $600. (Id. ~
78).

_G • _ 1
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Following Plaintiffs expulsion, the FBI investigated Plaintiff
related to a series of bomb threats made against the University
of Pittsburgh. (Id. ¶ 83). Plaintiff alleges that "the University
gave [PlaintiffJ's name to the FBI in retaliation for
exercising [**12] his right to complain about the University's
discriminatory conduct." (Id. ~ 84). Plaintiff also alleges that
he suffers significant emotional distress as a result of
Defendants' discriminatory conduct, including humiliation,
stress, depression, and anxiety. (Id. ¶ 85). Further, and among
other things, Plaintiff alleges that he suffers from PostTraumatic Stress Disorder, requiring counseling treatment, as
a result of Defendants' conduct. (Id. ¶ 86).

Defendants have moved to dismiss Plaintiffs second amended
complaint pursuant to 12u1e 12(h~(6), The Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure require that a complaint contain "a short and
plain statement of the claim showing that the pleader is
entitled to relief.° I'e~~. R. Ci~~. P. 8(«1/2). .Rule IZ(b)f6)
allows a party to seek dismissal of a complaint or any portion
of a complaint for failure to state a claim upon which relief
can be granted. Although the federal pleading standard has
been "in the forefront of jurisprudence in recent years," the
standard of review for a /2z~le 12(l~}(~) challenge is now well
established. Fra~rler i~. UPt1~1C. Shac~alsic~e. 578 F. 3d ?03, ?(1)
(3c~ Cir. 2O(19J.

Plaintiff filed afour-count pro se complaint in this Court on In determining the sufficiency of a complaint, a district court
October 29, 2013. (ECF No. 2). The matter was referred to must conduct a two-part analysis. First, the court must
United States Magistrate Judge Pesto, who screened the separate the factual matters averred from the legal conclusions
complaint pursuant to 28 U: S. C'. ~~ 191St. Magistrate Judge asserted. See Fv~ti~lc>,t• 5713 F. 3d at 21(1. Second, the court
Pesto filed a report and recommendation (ECF No. 3), must determine whether the factual matters averred are
recommending that the federal count of Plaintiffs complaint sufficient to show that plaintiff has a "plausible claim for
be dismissed [*665] for failure to state a claim upon which relief" Icl at ?11 (quoting pis/~c~r-«ft v. ~bnl, 556 CI.S. 6f~2,
relief can be granted and that the Court should decline to f 7~, 129 S. C't. 1937, 173 L. Ecl. Zc~ 868 r2t)~9)1. The
exercise jurisdiction over the remaining state law claims. On complaint need not include "detailed factual allegations."
November 26, 2013, this Court entered an order adopting the Phlli~~~ v. Corrt~tl- ~yf.~111e~~,nc~m> >15 F. 3d 2?4. 237 (3d C'ir~.
report and recommendation and dismissing the case without ?008 (quoting B~~Il.~tlantic Ct~r~. v. Tirora~blt.. DSO [;'.S. 5=x=1.
prejudice to Plaintiff filing an amended complaint. (ECF No. S.iS 127 S. Ca. 1).i7 16'I,. Ed. 2c~ 929 t~007)).
5).
Moreover, the court must construe the alleged facts, and draw
Plaintiff then filed an amended complaint (ECF No. 6) on all inferences gleaned therefrom, in the light most favorable to
January 8, 2014, and a second amended complaint (ECF No. the non-moving party. See irk. cz~ ??~ (citing Ii'orldcorn. Irie. 7~.
7) on January 14, 2014.8 Thereafter, Defendants filed the Gruplrnet Ijrr~. ~~.i F. .3d fi51. Ii.S~ (3c~ Cir. 2O031).
instant motion to dismiss (ECF No. 9) along with a brief in However, [**15] "legal conclusions" and "[t]hreadbare
support. Plaintiff filed a brief in opposition (ECF No. 19), and recitals of the elements of a cause of action
do not
and
(ECF
Nos.
20,
23)
filed
responsive
briefs
the parties
suffice." ~ber7, 556 C1. S. cis 67~. Rather, the complaint must
supplemental authority (ECF Nos. 35, 40, 41, 42). On August present sufficient "factual content that allows the court to
18, 2014, Magistrate Judge Pesto recused himself from the draw the reasonable inference that the defendant is liable for
case (ECF No. 24), after which this Court held a status the misconduct alleged." S{reric~a~~ v. ~~GK t~lezals C~~~r-~., 60~
conference (see ECF Nos. 30, 34). On October 28, 2014, the F. .id 23y 263 n. ~? (3c1 C'ir. 2f)1/)) (quoting I~c~l. 5?6 U:.S. cit
Court held oral argument on the motion to dismiss. (ECF Nos. 6'7~}.
33, 38). The parties having completed extensive briefing and
argument, this matter is now ripe for disposition by this Court. Ultimately, whether a plaintiff has shown a "plausible claim
for relief' is a "context specific" inquiry that requires the
IV. Standard of Review
[*666] district court to "draw on its judicial experience and
common sense." .~bcrl. SSA t%.S. at 679. The relevant record
under consideration includes the complaint and any
Plaintiffs original complaint (ECF No. 1-1) alleged four "document integral or explicitly relied on in the complaint."
counts: [**13] discrimination and retaliation under Title IX; LIS lz~~res~s Lir~ies Ttc~ ~~ Tli~in~ ?RI F. 3d 383 388 t3c~
discrimination under the Pennsylvania Human Relations Act; Cir. 2O021 (citing Ire rc~ 13ur~7iti~to~r Cocrt I%crctori= Sic. I.itit~.,
discrimination under Pennsylvania Fair Educational Opportunities 11~ F. 3c~ 141O. 1X26 (3d Cif. 19971}, If a complaint is
Act; and common law breach of contract. Magistrate judge Pesto's vulnerable to dismissal pursuant to Rule 1?(b)(c5), the district
report and recommendation addressed only Plaintiffs Title IX claim. court must permit a curative amendment, irrespective of
whether a plaintiff seeks leave to amend, unless such
$ In addition to the other claims alleged in the original complaint, the
would be inequitable ar futile. F'I~illrps, 51.5 F. 3~(
amendment
second amended complaint includes an Equal Protection [**14~
~Shnne v F~acrv~~r ll_i F. 3d I13 lIS (3t1 C`ir.
23~;
also
gat
see
claim under the Fourteenth Amendment.
ROGER FOLEY
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V. Discussion
Plaintiff has asserted five claims for relief in his second
amended complaint. Count One asserts a claim against all
Defendants pursuant to 42 U.S.C. ~ 1983, alleging
discrimination and retaliation in violation of the ESC ual
Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the United
States Constitution. (ECF No. 7 ¶¶ 92-98). Specifically,
Plaintiff alleges that "Defendants, without justification,
treated Plaintiff differently from [**16] other similarly
situated students on the basis of sex, including his transgender
status and perceived failure to conform to gender
stereotypes," and that Defendants retaliated against Plaintiff
for asserting his constitutional right to be free from
discrimination based on sex. (Id. ¶¶ 93, 96). Count Two
asserts a claim against all Defendants pursuant to Title IX of
the Education Amendments of 1972, ?0 tI.S'.C. s~ lbb'l, et
s~~c ., alleging discrimination and retaliation on the basis of sex
in an education program or activity receiving federal funds.
(Id. at 16-17, ¶¶ 1-10).9 Count Three asserts a state law claim
against all Defendants for discrimination and retaliation on
the basis of sex under the Pennsylvania Human Relations Act,
~3 P.S. ~S X55. (Id. at 17-18, ¶¶ 11-19). Count Four asserts a
state la« claim against all Defendants for discrimination and
retaliation on the basis of sex under the Pennsylvania Fair
Educational Opportunities Act, 24 P.S. _~ ,5001, et s=e,~~ (Id. at
18-19, ¶¶ 20-27). Count Five asserts a state law claim against
the Defendant University for a common law breach of
contract, alleging that UPJ breached its nondiscrimination
policy. (Id. at 19-20, ¶¶ 28-33). The Court will separately
evaluate Plaintiffs claims for relief according to the IZt~le
1?((~ t6 standard of review as set forth above.to
A. Equal Protection Claim
Plaintiff asserts his first claim for relief, a Fourteenth
Amendment Equal Protection claim, under 42 U.S.C. ~ 1983,
which provides a remedy for the deprivation of a person's
constitutional rights. See Dipr~~~a v. Ur~iean Sc67. Dtst., x`319 F.
Sire. 2r~ X35, 439-4tJ (if'D. Pa. 3 11~. To state a claim for

9In his second amended complaint, [**17] Plaintiff begins to
renumber the allegations in his second claim for relief. The Court
will attempt to clearly distinguish the paragraphs of the complaint
that are redundantly numbered by referring to both the page number
and the paragraph number of the relevant allegation in the complaint.
10Because Plaintiff has failed to allege a plausible federal claim for
relief under either the Equal Protection Clause or Title IX, the Court
will decline jurisdiction over Plaintiffs state law claims and will not
evaluate those claims.

relief under ,~ 1983, a plaintiff must allege both the violation
of a right secured by the Constitution or laws of the United
States and that the alleged violation was committed by a
person acting under colar of state law. See L7~rvis v. (*667/
Z~t~lcl~r, 9.94 F Sz~,~~. 2d '19. 7l6 (t~t'.D. Pa. 214); tl'est v.
A tkins 487 G`.S. ~? =l8 /t)8 S. Ct. ??.iC) 101 Z. ~'cl. 2c~1 ~0
798b'). Here, the inquiry in dispute is whether Plaintiff has
plausibly alleged that Defendants' conduct violated a
constitutional or federal right. In his second amended
complaint, Plaintiff alleges that Defendants deprived him of
his constitutional right to be free [**18] from discrimination
on the basis of sex under the Equal Protection Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitattion when they
prohibited him from using men's restrooms and locker rooms
on the University's campus.
The Equal Protection Clause prohibits a State from
"deny[ing] to any person within its jurisdiction the equal
protection of the laws.° CI. S'. C"oast. amc~r~~~. XIT? as 1. To state
a claim for sex discrimination under the Equal Protection
Clause pursuant to ~S 19$3, a plaintiff must allege the
existence of purposeful discrimination because of his sex. See
f ps v. Citv o~Pittsba{rQh. 33 F. Su,~p. 2d 409, 414 (W.D. Pa.
19981 (citing Rat~in.sor~ v. C~ii~~ c~J"Pizt.sf~ur~;h, IZIJ 1~. pct 1?86,
1'93 (3c1 G'ir. 199i)). Thus, to establish a gender
discrimination claim under the Equal Protection Clause, a
plaintiff must allege: (1) disparate treatment in relation to
other similarly situated individuals, and (2) that the
discriminatory trearinent was based on sex. See rindre~ia-s v.
C'it~of' Philadel~na, x'95 F. ld I469, 14?~4 (_3~~ Cir~. 195 0);
Gii~lfi:~ ti~. horn. 130 IT. Sa~~». ?cl 6~8. 6~4 (F.D. Pa. 2OUI);
I
lrester ~~. Fisc~l~c~r, 113 F. Szr~~?d 7~?, ,'4G~ (F..D. Pa. ~Of)0).
"Persons are similarly situated under the Equal Protection
Clause when they are alike in all relevant aspects." Sa~~Ytzell v.
Citti~ ctrl'{ailacleltallia ~3.> F'. 3c~ ItR3 ?~3 f:~d Cir~. 2t?U8)
(internal citations and quotation marks omitted); Ethc~rE~c~ge ~~.
Heart°. Nn. 3:11-C1~'-?330 '014 U.S. Dist. ZEXI.S 10.36. ?014
Yt'L 599~~. Uz *~f (.~11.D. Pcr. ,.It~rn. 6. ~01~1. Nevertheless, °[t]he
Equal Protection Clause does not forbid classifications. I~
simply keeps governmental decisionmakers from treating
differently persons who are in all relevant respects alike."
Nardli~~~~er ~~. Hahn ~O.i tT.S'. 1 10. 11? S. Ct. 232 1'0 1.
EcL 2111 (1992).
"When reviewing a claim that [state] action violates the Egz~al
Protection Clause, the Court must first determine the correct
standard of review.° Flz~nters t;nitc~d,~ar .Stmdar tlt+ntin~ v.
Pentzst-lvanici GarnE~ Co~mn`~~. 2~' IT. Sup~~. 3c1 340, 2(~1~ Yi'L
Z 77022f3. aJ "~{ (~~IT.~. Pa. 2014) (citing [**19] I~c~ncrtclJi r~.
tiiitchell. 2 F.3~1 SUB, 513 (3d CiY. 1993,x. State action that
does not burden a fundamental right or target a suspect class
will be upheld if it bears a rational relatron to some legitimate
end. IZarr~s~nte Cc~z~r~t Tm~~nhonre .~{ss'n r-. il'. Chester

13iZcI~T~i7~~'1
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evolved in recent years. Likewise, the Court is mindful that
the legal landscape is transforming as it relates to gender
identify, sexual orientation, and similar issues, especially in
the context of providing expanded legal rights. Within the
context of these expanding rights and protections arises the
profound question of self-identify, as exemplified by this
case. But, while this case arises out of a climate of changing
legal and social perceptions related to sex and gender, the
question presented is relatively narrow and the applicable
legal principles are well-settled. At the heart of this case are
two important but competing interests. On the one hand is
Plaintiffs interest in performing some of life's most basic and
routine functions, which take place in restrooms and locker
rooms, in an environment consistent with his male gender
identity. On the other hand is the University's related
interest [**22] in providing its students with a safe and
comfortable environment for performing these same life
functions consistent with society's long-held tradition of
c ual Protection performing such functions in sex-segregated spaces based on
Plaintiff alleges that Defendants violated the Et
Clause by "treat[ing] Plaintiff differently from other similarly biological or birth sex. Additionally, the Court finds
situated students on the basis of his sex, [*668] including his controlling the unique contours under which this case arises.
transgender status and perceived failure to conform to gender Namely, the context is a public university, whose mission is
stereotypes." (ECF No. 7 ¶ 93). Specifically, the complaint primarily pedagogical, but which is also tasked with
avers that "non-transgender male students . . .were permitted providing safe and appropriate facilities for ali of its students.
to use the men's locker (**20] room and restroom facilities on With these considerations in mind, the Court will apply the
campus" while Plaintiff "was denied access to the men's appropriate legal principles to the alleged facts of this case.
locker rooms and restrooms." (Id. ¶¶ 94, 95). Additionally, the
complaint alleges that Defendants retaliated against Plaintiff First, neither the United States Supreme Court nor the Third
for asserting his constitutional right to be free from Circuit Court of Appeals has recognized transgender as a
discrimination based on sex. (Id. ¶ 96).
suspect classification under the Etc ual Protection Clause.
Accordingly, Plaintiffs discrimination claim is reviewed
Defendants argue that Plaintiffs complaint fails to state a under the rational basis standard. This finding is consistent
cognizable Equal Protection Claim as a matter of law. (ECF with numerous other courts that have considered allegations
No. 10 at 7). First, Defendants contend that "transgender" is of discrimination by transgender individuals. See, e.g., Etsitt~~
not a suspect classification under the Etc ual Protection Clause ti~. Ut~rh 7i~cinsit Autlt.. .SOZ F. >d 1215 122$ (10th Cir~. 200?1;
and that rational basis review therefore applies. (Id.). Brolvn v Zavirr•as, b'3 F'. 3d 96'7 971 (IOtlt l~~`6G91 Cir-. 1495)
According to Defendants, UPJ had a rational basis in refusing (but cautioning that recent research concluding that sexual
to permit Plaintiff to use male locker rooms, showers, and identity may be biological suggests reevaluating the rule);
bathrooms—namely, to protect the privacy rights of students Brcr~~irtlrur~ >>. C"nalin~r~ S2at~ Has~~., ~Vo. 1:f.)8-ev-t71457at UPJ. (Id.). Defendants assert that students have a ,~~TFIt1~( ?f?1' LAS gist T,F.~17S' IZ776~ 2tJ12 T~'I a~I11911) at
constitutional right to privacy, which includes "the right to *S (l.IJ. Cul. Scat. 7, 2Q1~I [**23~ ("it is not apparent that
disrobe and perform personal bodily functions out of the transgender individuals constitute a'suspect' class"); Jcxmzsor~
presence of members of the opposite biological sex." (Id. at 7- i~. Davttc; t1'o S"-11-c~7--?(}56 bY'73S ?l)12 BLS. List. L1:uIIS
8). Defendants also argue that, even if an intermediate 4f1266 2Q1~ 61'L 9~~baH3, at ~'3 tG'.Z7. C'al. 1~Icn~. 23, ?(112)
standard of review applies to the alleged sex-based ("transgender individuals do not constitute a'suspect' class, so
discrimination in this case, UPJ's conduct would still pass allegations that defendants discriminated against him based
constitutional muster. (Id. at 8). Specifically, [**21] on his transgender status are subject to a mere rational basis
Defendants assert that UPJ's conduct in refusing to permit review"); lkae«-7o~ncrselli >>. Butfc i~~o. 11-cv-t)Ob7O LGK
Plaintiff, "a biological female, to disrobe and shower with 21'114 t,'..S Dist. L~'XIS 1.i28t) ZO1i GIrT 3 9184. at *5 (l~.
male students advances] an important purpose.° (Id.).
I
lai~~. Jcin. 31, 21)13) (noting the plaintiffs status as a
transgender female did not qualify her as a member of a
At the outset, the Court notes that society's views of gender,
protected class and explaining the court could find no "cases
gender identity, sex, and sexual orientation have significantly
in which transgendered individuals constitute a 'suspect'

Bu~~oa~~h 31.x' F. 3d 157. 1fi(1 (3~~ C'ir. 20 2); Dne v.
Pcnnsl=Irani~x 13d. r> 'P~~oh. ci Pur~c>lia, 513 F'. ad 95, I(i7 (3cl
C,'if•. 21)081 (°If state action does not burden a fundamental
Constitutional right or target a suspect class, the challenged
classification must be upheld if there is any reasonably
conceivable state of facts that could provide a rational basis
for the classification."). On the other hand, "gender-based
discriminations must serve important governmental objectives
the discriminatory means employed must be
and
substantially related to the achievement of those objectives."
l~%c~~~~er v. I~rus~ists ~11zrt. Ins. Cu., 44b U.S. 1~2, 1~~. 1OO S.
Ca. 1541), 69 L. Eck 2d IOi 119801. In short, gender
classifications are subject to intermediate scrutiny. See United
.S't~ztEs >>. I~"ir~ir~iU, .5.18 G': S. 515, _531, 116 S. CP. 22f~4. 135 L.
Ed. 'cl '35 (19~b} ("Parties who seek to defend gender-based
government action must demonstrate an 'exceedingly
persuasive justification' for that action.").
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class"); Lopez >>. Cit~c~,~'lVi~ri~ Yarl,, 110. (t5-cv-IU321-~~~IZ13,
2009 U.S. Dist. L~'XIS ?645 2~FtfJ Gi~L 229)56 *I3 (S.n. i~~. ~'.
Jcrt~. 30, ?0(191 (explaining that because transgender
individuals are not a protected class for the purpose of
Fourteenth Amendment analysis, claims that a plaintiff was
subjected to discrimination based on her status as transgender
are subject to rational basis review). 1

justification has been repeatedly upheld by courts. See, e.g.,
Ltsitri~ v. U'tahl'ra~2sit Ar~th.. _SU? .I~', 3c~11?15. 1224 (IOzh Cir.
2(1(171 [*670] (the use of women's public restrooms by a
biological, transgender male could result in liability for
employer, and such a motivation constitutes a legitimate,
nondiscriminatory reason); C'aus~v v. laof•r~ ~~lotur Go.. .5.1~ F.
?cf 416 (Stla Cir. 197~).~2

Nevertheless, even if a heightened standard of review were to
apply, the result would be the same as under rational basis
review. Here, UPJ's policy of segregating its bathroom and
locker room facilities on the basis of birth sex is "substantially
related to a sufficiently important government interest." Glenn
v. 13rr~rn~v, bb3 F. 3c~ 1312, 1311 11tlt Cir. 20111 (quoting
CI~1~ur~nE> v. G7crbutne Living Cir. Inc., 4?3 U.S. 432, ~4fi—
=17. 1US S. C"r. 32 9, 87 L. Ec~'. 2d X13 LI~~45)). Specifically,
UPJ explained that its policy is based on the need to ensure
the privacy of its students to disrobe and shower outside of
the presence of members of the opposite sex. This

The Supreme Court has acknowledged that not all
constitutionally
are
classifications based on sex
impermissible: "The heightened review standard our
precedent establishes does not make sex a proscribed
classification
. Physical difference between men and
women, however, are enduring: '[t]he two sexes are not
fungible; a community made up exclusively of one [sex] is
different from a community composed of both.'" Urrirc~c~ Slates
v. 6~irginicr. S1~ US. 51S 5~3 116 S. Ct. 2264 135 G. Ed. 2c1
73~ fIS~961 (quoting Ba7lc~rcl v. L,'nited :States 329 Ci.S. IN7,
19~. 67 :S: Lt. ?Fil, 91 L. Ed. 1X5'1 (.1~9~1b)); see also C1r~ca1~ ~~.
Sunc~oiti~nt~r fJfjslror~ :Sey•vs., Znc., 523 U.,S. 75. 7~. 11~5' .S'. Ct.
998, 1=J0 T. Eel. 2cl2O! (1998) ("[T]he statute does not reach
genuine but innocuous differences in the ways men and
women routinely interact with members of the same sex and
of the opposite sex. The prohibition [**27] of harassment on
the basis of sex requires neither asexuality nor androgyny . .
."). As such, separating students by sex based on biological
considerations—which involves the physical differences
between men and women—for restroom and locker room use
c ual Protection Clause. Thus,
simply does not violate the Et
"while detrimental gender classifications by government often
violate the Constitution, they do not always do so, for the
reason that there are differences between males and females
that the Constitution necessarily recognizes.° ~1~fichcrel ~L ~~.
Srr~erior• Cazrs~t crf Sanama C`rrtt~. 4~0 Zi.S. 464 X78. Il)1 S.
C't. 1?~l), 67 L. Ed. 2cl 43~ (195'11 (Stewart, J., concurring). Tt
is within this legal framework that the facts of this case must
be evaluated.

~ ~Plaintiff argues that G/emz v. Brrtmbi~. 663 1=. 3cf 1312 (ICi7~ Cir.
;
'(trzi and Snrilh v. C"itr ~f~Scrler~r 3"8 T". 3cl 566 j6th Cir•. 2O(?4~
recognize that discrimination based on gender nonconformity is
prohibited sex discrimination under the Egual Protection Clause and
is therefore subject to heightened scrutiny. (See ECF No. 19 at 27).
However, these cases address gender stereotyping claims under the
Supreme Court's Price l~aterhouse (**24J decision. As explained in
Glenn, "discriminating against someone on the basis of his or her
non-conformity constitutes sex-based discrimination under the Egreal
Protection Clause." GIc>nrr. 6b3 I; 3c~ l31b. These cases do not treat
transgender status, in and of itself, as a suspect classification. Here,
as is explained in more detail below under the Court's analysis of
Plaintiffs Title IX claim, Plaintiff has failed to allege a gender
stereotyping claim under Price Waterhouse. Further, as the cases
cited above explain, Plaintiff cannot assert a transgender status claim
under the Fourteenth Amendment's Equal Protection Clause.
Additionally, Plaintiff relies heavily on recent Title VII employment
discrimination cases involving transgender plaintiffs. However, strict
reliance on Title VII employment discrimination cases is
unwarranted in this case for a number of reasons. See Jack,soa u
Rirmi~hczir:I3c(. oflduc.. x-14 LJ.S. 1[i?. 175. IZ? S. C7. 1497. 161 l~.
Ei(. 2cI 36/ (20151 (explaining that, because Title VII is a vastly
different statute from Title IX, certain comparisons between the two
are of limited use). First, the conCext of this case is necessarily
different. Plaintiffs claims arise on the basis of a university's alleged
discriminatory policy in enforcing sex-segregated spaces on its
campus, whereas many of the Title VII cases cited by the parties
arise in the context [**25~ of an employer imposing adverse
employment decisions in the workplace. Likewise, this case is
distinguishable from many of the cited Title VII cases on the facts
alleged. Here, the facts in the complaint present a narrow issue:
whether a university receiving federal funds unlawfully
discriminates when it enforces the use of sex-segregated bathroom
and locker room facilities based solely on a student's birth sex.

Plaintiff also appears to argue that he was discriminated on
the basis of his "male" sex, not sirnpiy on his status as a
transgender male. Plaintiff contends, the "complaint alleges

1zA Seventh Circuit case, considering [**26] claims by a female
plaintiff of sexual harassment under Title VII because her employer
failed to provide separate restroom facilities for her, provides an
interesting contrast to the present case. DeC7:re v. C`enr. I/linnis L.i~lzt
Cc~ ??ti F. 3d =F34, 436 (7a1~ Cir~. ?00~). While not on point with the
issues in this case, the opinion is important for its discussion of the
"sensitivities" of providing private restroom facilities for women. Id.
ui -~3h. In a colorful dissent, Judge Rovner briefly discusses the
history of providing women with separate bathroom facilities, and
clearly explains the rational underpinning separate restroom facilities
for men and women. See icL ut ~3?-~(J.
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sex discrimination by Defendants." (ECF No. 19 at 11). Ulane ~~. ~. tliYlirtcs Inc. ?42 I'. 2c~ 1O81. 1US_5 (7zh Cir.
Plaintiff asserts that the complaint alleges "acts of etr
. ~4
discrimination 'because of his sex'
[including] the
University's refusal to permit [Plaintiff], a male transgender While Plaintiff alleges that he is a "male," the complaint also
individual, access to facilities consistent with his male alleges that Plaintiff was assigned the sex of "female" at birth.
gender." (Id.). However, these allegations do not state a Importantly, Plaintiff has not alleged that he has undergone a
sex change. Thus, while Plaintiff might identify his gender as
cognizable claim for sex discrimination.
male, his birth sex is female. It is this fact—that Plaintiff was
Many courts [**28] have defined the term "sex" in the context born a biological female, as alleged in the complaint—that is
of the Egual Protection Clause, as well as anti-discrimination fatal to Plaintiffs sex discrimination claim. Regardless of how
statutes such as Title VII, as the biological sex assigned to a gender and gender identity are defined, the law recognizes
person at birth.13 See, e.g., F5-~lnties~o r liicharclsnn 411 U.S. certain distinctions between male and female on the basis of
F~77. r~~46, t*'6711 93 S. C2. 1764. 36 L. Fc7. 2c~ ~8~797~~ birth sex. Thus, even though Plaintiff is a transgender male,
("sex, like race and national origin, is an immutable his sex is female, a fact alleged in Plaintiffs complaint and a
characteristic determined solely by the accident of birth"). fact that has legal significance in light of Plaintiffs
The Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals has provided the discrimination claim. Plaintiff alleges that he is "medically" a
following definition for "discrimination based on sex" under male, but provides no further averments to support that
Title VII, which this Court finds instructive in defining sex assertion. Nevertheless, the complaint alleges two facts that
discrimination under the Equal Protection Clause:
belie his assertion that his sex—as distinct from his gender—
is male. First, Plaintiff alleges that he was assigned the
The phrase in Title VII prohibiting discrimination based sex [**31j of female at birth. To further this point, Plaintiff
on sex, in its plain meaning, implies that it is unlawful to alleges that he did not become aware of his male gender
discriminate against women because they are women and identity until he was 9, and he did not start presenting as a
against men because they are men. The words of Title male until sometime later, around the time he matriculated as
VII do not outlaw discrimination against a person who a student at UPJ. Similarly, based on the allegations in the
has a sexual identity disorder, i.e., a person born with a complaint, it is reasonable to infer that Plaintiffs birth
male body who believes himself to be female, or a certificate indicates that he is a female. Likewise, the
person born with a female body who believes herself to complaint does not allege that Plaintiff has undergone any
be male; a prohibition against discrimination based on an kind of sex reassignment surgery.
individual's sex is not synonymous with a prohibition
against discrimination based on an individual's sexual Second, according to the complaint, when plaintiff applied to
identity disorder or discontent with the sex into which UPJ, he stated that he was a female. Likewise, the complaint
they were born.
alleges that Plaintiff did not comply with UPJ's procedures to
update his school (*672] records to reflect that his sex is male
rather than female. Thus, while Plaintiff alleges that he has
held himself out as °male" at all relevant times, he also
alleges that, when he applied to UPJ, he stated that he was a
13In ~1~tic°hrrel ttif. v. Su~~erior~j C~ourr t>f Sonoma Cntti~., Justice female and that he has failed to provide the school with
Rehnquist opined, "the Court has had some difficulty in agreeing requested documentation, consistent with UPJ's policy, to
upon the proper approach and analysis in cases involving challenges
change the school records to reflect that his sex is male rather
to gender-based classifications.° ~15~ L~.S`. =969. 4F8. 1(11 S. C'[. 12O0,
than female. For these reasons, Plaintiff has failed to allege
G? L,. Fib. 2c1 X13? (195'11. He went on to explain that, underlying the
that he was discriminated against [**32] because of his sex.
Court's decisions in gender discrimination cases, "is the principle
Accordingly,
Plaintiff has failed to state a cognizable claim
that a legislature may not make overbroad generalizations based on
sex which are entirely unrelated to any differences beri~een men and for relief under the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth
women or which demean the ability or social status of the affected Amendment, and Count I of his complaint will therefore be
class. But because the Equal Protection Clause does not demand
that a statute necessarily apply equally to all persons or require
things which are different in fact . . . to be treated in law as though
they were the same, this Court has consistently upheld statutes where
the gender classification is not invidious, but rather realistically
reflects the fact that the sexes are not similarly situated in certain
circumstances. As the Court has stated, a legislature may'provide for
the special problems of women."' 45ti U.S. 164 d69 1f)! S. C"t 12i)I)
~7 G. Eck. 2d 4i,' (1941} (citations and quotations omitted).

14 The Court recognizes that other courts have declined to follow the
definition articulated in Ulane. See, e.g., Snritl~ i~. Cif - o Su1em,
Ohio. 3?8 F. ~c1566, 573 fbth Cir, ?Ot14) (collecting cases). However,
because neither the [**30] Supreme Court nor the Third Circuit has
addressed the precise issue, this Court will follow the definition
embraced by L?lane and its progeny.
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or birth sex,ls rather than their gender identity, [*673] does

dismissed.
B. Title IX Claim
Next, the Court will address Plaintiffs claim for
discrimination and retaliation in violation of Title IX of the
Education Amendments of 1972, ?(1 U..S.C,. c~' lb~Yl. et sc~u.
("Title IX"). According to the complaint, Defendants
discriminated against Plaintiff in violation of Title IX
"because of his sex, including his transgender status and his
perceived failure to conform to gender stereotypes." (ECF No.
7 at 17, ¶ 7; ECF No. 19 at 11). Thus, the complaint alleges
that Defendants discriminated against Plaintiff both on the
basis of his transgender status and on his perceived gender
nonconformity, and that such discrimination violates Title
IX's prohibition of discrimination on the basis of sex. (ECF
No. L 9 at 26). Specifically, the complaint avers that, while
"non-transgender male students . . .were permitted to use the
men's locker room and restroom facilities on campus,"
Plaintiff "was singled out and denied access to the men's
locker rooms and restrooms.° (ECF No. 7 at 17, ¶~ 5-6).
Additionally, the complaint alleges that Defendants retaliated
against Plaintiff for asserting [**33] his statutory right to be
free from discrimination based on sex. (Id. at 17, ¶ 8).
Defendants argue that Plaintiffs complaint fails to state a
cognizable claim for relief under Title IX as a matter of law.
(ECF No. 10 at 9). Defendants first argue that Plaintiff cannot
assert a transgender status claim because the plain language of
Title IX does not prohibit discrimination on the basis of
gender identity. (Id.). Defendants contend that, while Title IX
prohibits discrimination in education programs on the basis of
sex, the statute does not mention gender identity, gender
expression, or gender transition. (Id.). Additionally,
Defendants point to the legislative history of the statute,
arguing that "the intent of Congress in enacting Title IX was
to open up educational opportunities for girls and women in
education," and asserting that "[g]ender identification, of
whatever description, is not equivalent to 'sex' as that term is
used in the statute or the regulations." (Id. at 9-1Q). Second,
Defendants argue that Plaintiffs allegations do not constitute
"sex stereotyping" under .Price I~'aterhous~ v. I~Io~alcirrs. 491)
L%S. ??8, 109 S. C,'a. 1775. 10=~ t. Fu'. 2cI268 (19~~.
Having carefully reviewed the relevant language of Title IX
and the applicable case law, and having considered the erudite
arguments [**34] of counsel, the Court finds that Plaintiff has
failed to state a cognizable claim for discrimination under
Title IX. Simply stated, Plaintiff has not alleged facts showing
that Defendants unlawfully discriminated against him on the
basis of sex in violation of Title IX. Specifically the
University's policy of requiring students to use sex-segregated
bathroom and locker room facilities based on students' natal

15 This case, like other cases involving alleged discrimination against
transgender individuals, raises important, but difficult, questions of
what is sex and what is gender, what are the differences between sex
and gender, and to what extent are sex and gender synonymous or
interchangeable for purposes of federal statutes, such as Title IX.
Black's Law Dictionary defines "sex" as °[t]he sum of the
peculiarities of structure and function that distinguish a male from a
female organism; gender." Black's Law Dictionary, SEX (10th ed.
2014). Black's also uses the terms "sex discrimination" and "gender
discrimination" interchangeably, defining "sex discrimination° as
"[d]iscrimination based on gender," [**35] but also noting: "The
terminology is gradually shifting. Increasingly in medicine and
sociology, gender is distinguished from sex. Gender refers to the
psychological and societal aspects of being male or female; sex
refers specifically to the physical aspects." Black's Law Dictionary,
DISCRIMINATION (10th ed. 2014). Nevertheless, the 9th Circuit
Court of Appeals has opined, "under Price Waterhouse, 'sex' under
Title VII encompasses both sex—that is, the biological differences
between men and women—and gender" and that, for Title VII
purposes, "the terms 'sex' and 'gender' have become
interchangeable." Sch~,~cnlr iJ. Kartford, 1119 T: 3c~ Clb'? 1~~? (nth
~~lY. ~Un~).

The difficulty of linking sex and gender becomes remarkably
apparent in a case, such as this one, where an individual's assigned
birth sex is different from that individual's gender identity. See
Sommers r. Buc~l,~~ rt~kl~r., Inc., 667 Ia. 3c~1 748. ?4~~n.? 8th t;ir~.
C~8'I (explaining, "[a] transsexual has been described as an
individual who is mentally of one sex but physically of the other, or
as one born with the anatomical genitalia of one sex but whose selfidentity is of the other sex")(citations omitted). Under such
circumstances, the individual is often "diagnosed with a medical
condition known as gender identity disorder ("GID"), which arises
from a [**36] profound divergence beriveen an individual's assigned
birth sex and the person's inner gender identity.° S~ac:~r i>. I..51 Coen._
~4~ I'. ~rt~~'.x 93. 94-95 (3~~ Cis•. ?013). Indeed, this gives rise to the
generally accepted definition for "transgender" as a person who "has
a gender identity (i.e., one's internal sense of gender) that is different
from the individual's assigned sex at birth (i.e., the gender
designation listed on one's original birth certificate)." Kimberley
Tooley v. Van Buren Public Schools, No. 2:14-cv-12466, ECF No.
60 at 7 (E.D. Mich. Feb. Z0, 2015).
This Court will not attempt to sort out this perplexing difference in
definitions. However, the Court notes that, regardless of the interplay
between the rivo concepts, there is a distinction between birth sex
and gender identity. For the purposes of this opinion, the Court will
refer to "birth sex" as an individual's biological sex in the binary
sense—either male or female—that is assigned at birth, as reflected
on that individual's birth certificate, and typically assigned on the
basis of an individual's genitalia. But, the Court recognizes the
importance of numerous other considerations in defining a person's
sex such as sex chromosomes, internal reproductive organs, hormone
concentrations, [**37] and other relevant indicators. Indeed, one
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not violate Title IX's prohibition of sex discrimination.
Title IX prohibits sex discrimination in educational programs
that receive federal funding:
No person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex,
be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits
of, or be subjected to discrimination under any education
program or activity receiving Federal financial
assistance.
2(J L': S. C. 5~ 1b81(a); see Grcn>e City- Coll. v. 13e11, b8? F. 2~1
~84~ 6b'7 l"3cl Cir•. 1 82) affd, =F~iS U.S. SSS IFt~ S Ct. 1X11
7S~ L. Ed. 2d 5/6 t1~y841. While Title IX's "only express
enforcement mechanism, ~~ 1fi8~?, is an administrative
procedure resulting in the withdrawal of federal funding from
[the Supreme
institutions that are not in compliance
Court] has recognized an implied private right of action."
T'it~,~erald i~. Bczrr~stci(~le ScFt. Comm., 555 U.S. ?46; Z.5.5, 1?9
S. Ct. 788, 172 L. ~'d. 2d 58? ~*6741 (?t)f)9). Thus, "Title IX
provides a cause of action to battle discrimination based upon
gender by educational institutions which receive federal
funding, and was intended to prevent the use of federal
resources to support gender discrimination.° [**38] F'avzc~ v.
l~~dia~ta iJnrv. t~~ Pe~rnsti~lva~ticx, 813 F, Strvt~. 578, 584 ([~~? D.
Pc~. 1993 affd, ? F.3cl 3.32 j3d Cir~. 19,93 (citing T'rcrfrklin v.
Cr~~i~~nc:ti Carnrzr I'rrbiicr Sc•hnols. 5~3 tJ S. ~Q 112 S. Ct.
1f)?8, 11iT. Fcf. Zc~ ~'OS (1~9~) and Cuanon a Unfcers~it~~ of
Chicago, 441 LI.S. 67?. 9~ S. C'f. 1946, 6~0 L. Ed. 2r~ 560
119791). In addition to proscribing discrimination on the basis
of sex, the statute prohibits retaliation against a person who
has complained of sex discrimination. See Jac%son v.
BirminC7h~arn Bel of~Ettuc. 5~~ L`S. 1fi7. 173 125 S C"t. f447
161 L. Eck. 2d 3fi1 (?Ol15). To establish a prima facie case of
discrimination under Title IX, a plaintiff must allege (1) that
he was subjected to discrimination in an educational program;
(2) that the program receives federal assistance; and (3) that
the discrimination was on the basis of sex. See I3oa~~;her r.
t~`nii~. o,~ F'rttshtr~;~h, 713 F. Sut~p. 139. 143-=~~ (if~'.D. f'cr.
1
~`
aff'd, b'~4? 1~. 2d ?4 (_3c~ C;is•. 1Ih'9).
As stated above, Title IX prohibits discrimination "on the
basis of sex." The parties dispute whether discrimination "on
the basis of sex" applies to claims of discrimination by
transgender students. This issue is one of first impression in
the Third Circuit, and it does not appear that any federal
courts have addressed the precise question of whether a
district court has evaluated three factors, "[b]ased on the standards of
commonly accepted medical science," to determine an individual's
biological sex: "(1) phenotypic characteristics; (2) endogenous
hormonal characteristics; and (3) chromosomal characteristics."
tia_e~l v. :~~tm~icopu Cnty. C71ttr. C'olL Dr,si.. i~~o. t)l-cv-1~;/-F'HXSh'I3, ?()t)f I.S. 7)i:st. I.I;XIS fC)Zh? 10(1Ci ti~l: ?4(O(i36 ut ~`? (D.
.~lr~i=. ;1ut. ~2. '(~Ot~? affd, 32.5 F. s1~~~'t d,9? l9th C:ir•. ?t~091.

student can assert a claim for discrimination on the basis of
his transgender status under Title IX. Thus, the parties
understandably resort to relying on cases in the Title VII
context to construct the appropriate framework to answer this
question. Defendants cite several cases holding that
discrimination based on transgender status is not
discrimination "on the basis of sex" [**39j under Title VII.
Plaintiff, on the other hand, cites several cases holding that
transgender individuals can allege a cognizable Title VII
claim for discrimination under a sex stereotyping theory.
1. Transgender Status Claim
First, Title IX does not prohibit discrimination on the basis of
transgender itself because transgender is not a protected
characteristic under the statute. The Court has found no
federal court case that has squarely decided this issue in the
Title IX context. ~ 6 However, nearly every federal court that
has considered the question in the Title VII context has found
that transgendered individuals are not a protected class under
Title VII. See, e.g., ~'tsitt`~ ~~. Uza1t Trirnsif ,~~~ttt., 502 F. 3~1
.1215. 1?21-22 (loth Cir. 20fI7); Ulnn~~ i,. E. Ai~~Xirres. Inc'.,
742 Z^ ?d IOb'1. 111'4 ~7~~1a C,if~. 1y8~1; Sc7~nn7cr~s i=. 13~rrl~et
c~~~~>W v. Rii~et~
,~1kt~., Itrc., ~i67F. 2c~ 74b', 7.i0 (b'!~{r Czr~. 19821;I
C7al;s I~ncr,~n~ cK Dici~>t~oti=tic Gr-~~., Ir~c~., 54? I'. Szrpp. 2d 653.
bS~S' (S'.D. 1t~~.x, ZfJf181 (collecting cases); Sla~~~c~~ v. Mrilbc~r~•r
Lufhc~rar~ Horace N~z 1{~'(~?-0320-C-H/K 2~~3 U.S. Dist.
LE_~~75 113 3. 2003 iG'I; 21i25058~ at *2 (S.Z?. h~ct. lrrrrc: f~,
2bO3) ("discrimination on the basis of sex [*675] means
diserirnination on the basis of the plaintiffs biological sex, not
sexual orientation or sexual identity, including an intention to
change sex"); but see Schroer r'. Billin~tnn, Sr r" F. ,5u~~. 2c~
293, _if15 tD.1~.C. 21)I?~1 (explaining that "discrimination
based on transsexuality . . . [is] a characteristic that, in and of
itself, nearly all federal courts have said is unprotected by
Title VII," but holding that the revocation of a job offer by an
employer because the applicant [**40] had transitioned from

~b One case comes close. In !ia-stl t~. il-tcarico~~u C~i~r~t~~ Cor~i~~iirnitti~
~~~~ll , the United States District Court for the District of Arizona
evaluated a transgender female's claims of discrimination under Title
VII and Title IX and concluded, on a motion for summary judgment
by the defendant, that the plainCiff had failed to °meet her burden of
establishing a prima facie case of discrimination because she has
provided no evidence that she was a biological female and member
of a protected class while she was employed by Defendant." has~l r.
Alcrriropa Cnt~. Gnrty. Cvll. 13rst., ;l'c~. 1)'-crv-1531-PILx=ShB 200fi
U.S. L)zs7. L~XI~S ~i02<i?. 2(10h 6~'L ?~160ta36, car *b (U. Ariz. .4rr~. ",
?OfI61 affd, _i2.~ F. A~'r 49l L9tlk G`ir. 2l)O.y), Importantly, however,
while the court found that plaintiff had failed to meet her burden of
demonstrating that she belonged to a protected class under either
statute, the court did not explicitly hold that transgender individuals
are not a protected class under Title TX.
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male to female constituted discrimination "because of sex" in
violation of Title VII).l~ The Third Circuit has not addressed
the issue. The Court will briefly review the relevant Title VII
cases.
In one of the first cases considering whether Title VII protects
transgender individuals, the Seventh Circuit, in Ulaiae v.
E~ai~tern =lirline.c, Iric•. 742 F 2d Il)~y'I. 1Oh'7 (7th C'ir~. 184),
concluded that "Title VII is not so expansive in scope as to
prohibit discrimination against transsexuals." Reviewing the
plain language of the statute, the court reasoned,
The phrase in Title VII prohibiting discrimination based
on sex, in its plain meaning, implies that it is unlawful to
discriminate against women because they are women and
against men because they are men. The words of Title
VII do not outlaw discrimination against a person who
has a sexual identity disorder, i.e., a person born with a
male body who believes himself to be female, or a
person born with a female body who believes herself to
be male; a prohibition against discrimination based on an
individual's sex is not synonymous with a prohibition
against discrimination on an individual's sexual identity
disorder or discontent with the sex [**43] into which
they were born.

~~In 5'mirh a Ci~~~ oj~Sczlcr~i, Ohio, 37$ F.3cl ~Gt~. 5(i8 /(ith C'ir. ~0~41,
the Sixth Circuit presented a unique, though confusing, alternative.
The court explained that the plaintiff was "biologically [**41] and
by birth a male," but that he was also "a transsexual and [had] been
diagnosed with Gender Identity Disorder." I~l. at .SbB. Thus, in
evaluating Smith's claim for discrimination, the court concluded that
"Smith is a member of a protected class. His complaint asserts that
he is a male with Gender Identity Disorder, and Title VIPs
prohibition of discrimination 'because of . . . sex' protects men as
well as women." /cl. at 7'0. Ultimately, however, the court rested its
decision on the basis that the plaintiff had alleged a claim for
discrimination under the Price Waterhouse sex stereotyping theory,
and concluded that "a label, such as 'transsexual,' is not fatal to a sex
discrimination claim where the victim has suffered discrimination
because of his or her gender non-conformity.° kl. u~ 572, 5?S.
Therefore, the court did not conclude that "transgender" is a
protected class under Title VII, but only that a male or female who is
also transgender can assert a sex stereotyping claim under Title VII
for adverse employment actions that result from the individual's
conformity to their gender identity rather than their biological or
birth sex. Indeed, the same year that the 6th Circuit issued its opinion
in Smith, it [**42] affirmed, in an unpublished opinion, a district
court decision holding that "Title VII does not prohibit
discrimination based on an individual's stahzs as a transsexual," in an
employment discrimination case involving a transgender women's
use of a men's restroom. Jafznsori v. Frt.sPi :4~ark Inc.. 9b' /%. ,tub
dCi1. ~/fi? f"b7lt C'ir. 20t)-t%.
'•

Ulane. 74~ H'. Zc~ at 1t)R,i. The court reviewed the legislative
history to discern the intent of Congress. Also, the Court
noted that Congress had considered, but rejected, several later
attempts to amend Title VII to prohibit discrimination on the
basis of sexual orientation. As such, the court explained,
Congress's "rejection strongly indicates that the phrase . . .
prohibiting discrimination on the basis of sex should be given
a narrow, traditional interpretation, which would also exclude
transsexuals." I~~ crt 1086. Thus, the court concluded, "if the
term 'sex' as it is used in Title VII is to mean more than
biological male or biological female, the new definition
[*676] must come from Congress.° Id. cat 1(18?.
Similarly, the Eighth Circuit has concluded that "the word
'sex' in Title VII is to be given its traditional definition, rather
than an expansive interpretation. Because Congress has not
shown an intention to protect transsexuals, we hold that
discrimination based on one's transsexualism does not fall
within the protective purview of the Act." Sansmei;s r'. B~~r~k=c2
A7ur~kE~tin~ hoc., b6'7 I~. 2d 74~', 750 (8th Cir-. 1980 (noting
that it was not unmindful of the problem facing the
transgender plaintiff, but noting, on the other hand, the
equally important problems facing plaintiffs [**44] employer
in "protecting the privacy interests of its female employees"
particularly in regard to restroom usage).
In a recent transgender restroom usage case, the Tenth Circuit
held that discrimination based on an individual's transgender
status is not discrimination "because of sex" under Title VII
and that transgender individuals are not members of a
protected class under the Fourteenth Amendment's Egual
Protection Clause. .F_tsifty v. U1~rh Transit .3urkr., .5(12 F. 3d
1215 (10th Cir•. 2000. The court explained,
[D]iscrimination against a transsexual based on the
person's status as a transsexual is not discrimination
because of sex under Title VII. In reaching this
conclusion, this court recognizes it is the plain language
of the statute and not the primary intent of Congress that
guides our interpretation of Title VII. . . [T]here is
nothing in the [Congressional] record to support the
conclusion that the plain meanrng of "sex" encompasses
anything more than male and female. In light of the
traditional binary conception of sex, transsexuals may
not claim protection under Title VII from discrimination
based solely on their status as a transsexual.
Td. at 1221-22 (but noting that "[s]cientifie research may
someday cause a shift in the plain meaning of the term 'sex' so
that it extends beyond the two starkly defined categories of
male and [**45] female").
These cases, along with many others, make clear that Title
VII does not provide an avenue for a discrimination claim on
•
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the basis of transgender status. Similarly, Title IX's language interpretation of the statute's language regarding sex
does not provide a basis for a transgender status claim.18. On discrimination)
a plain reading of the statute, the term "on the basis of sex" in
Title IX means nothing more than male and female, under the This Court's narrow view of the meaning of the statutory term
traditional binary conception of sex consistent with one's birth "sex" is also supported by the legislative history and
or biological sex. See Etsiata-, ~fI2 I'. 3d ai 1??2. The application of Title IX in this Circuit's case law. Congress's
exclusion of gender identity from the language of Title IX is purpose in enacting Title IX was to establish equal
not an issue for this Court to remedy. It is within the province educational opportunities for women and men in education.
of Congress19—and not this Court—to [*677] identify those Lathes ~r. Butler Cixt>>~. Jr~renileRc=hab. Gtr.. ?~{3 1%. .~1n]~:r' 950,
9~5 (6th C'ir. ZU07~. The Third Circuit has evaluated Title
classifications which are statutorily prohibited. See U7ane~ v.
I
X's language related to "sex" and has concluded that sexl:'. A.ir~li~~es. Inc... 743 F. Zcl 10<41, If)~~b (7th C,ir. 1980
segregated schools and programs may be constitutionally
("Although the maxim that remedial statutes should be
under the statute. See, e.g., t'c~rc/~ltE~imer r. SG~h.
permissible
liberally construed is well recognized, that concept has
X32 F. 2d ~4~~~ (_3rd Cir, 1~7b~ (holding
l
ist.
r.~
~Philadc>,l~ahirr,
reasonable bounds beyond which a court cannot go without
admission requirements based on
establishing
that
regulations
transgressing the prerogatives of Congress. . . . For us to now
classification [**48j do not offend the Equal
hold that Title VII protects transsexuals would take us out of gender
Protection Clause off' the United States Constitution).
the realm of interpreting and reviewing and into the realm of
mportantly, the Third Circuit explained,
I
legislating."); see also Jac~.cor1 r. ~i~~nzin~~hc:fn Bd. of Edr~c.,
:~44 U.S. 16i, 1911. 127 S. C'i. 1497, 167 L. Ed. ?c~ ~f1 ('f1(15)
Race is a suspect classification under the Constitution,
(Thomas, J., dissenting) (noting that Congress enacted Title
but the Supreme Court has declined to so characterize
IX pursuant to its spending power and that "Congress [**46]
gender. We are committed to the concept that there is no
must speak with a clear voice when it imposes liability on the
fundamental difference between races and therefore, in
States through its spending power," thus supporting a narrow
justice, there can be no dissimilar treatment. But there
are differences between the sexes which may, in limited
circumstances, justify disparity in law. As the Supreme
~$ Plaintiff argues that the Court should give little weight to
Court has said: "(g)ender has never been rejected as an
"whatever original intent' may be inferred° From the statutory
impermissible classification in all instances."
language or legislative history of Title IX. (ECF No. 19 at 25).
Plaintiff asserts that, in determining the meaning of Title IX, any iurchh~ifnir, 53 ? I~. 2~~ at X86-87 (quoting ICn{zt~ v. Sllevin.
"resorC to 'plain language' and legislative intent is unavailing.° (ECF 416 U:S 3.5I. X56 n 1(1 94 ,S. C't. 1i3~ 4U L. Eck 2d 1~~9
No. 19 at 11). The Court disagrees. It is true, antidiscrimination {1~7~)). Thus, while Title IX was intended to provide equal
statutes are to be liberally construed. See, (tczb~ak i~. Barks Cnt,~, 81.5
educational opportunities for both sexes, the statute does not
F. 2cJ ('. 20 (~d Cir~. 19~',' ("an anti-discrimination stmtute . . .
necessarily prohibit sex-segregated spaces in educational
should be liberally interpreted to effectuate the congressional
the Third Circuit has recognized
purpose of ending discrimination"). Nevertheless, it is well-settled settings. As further support,
athletic teams in certain
IX
authorizes
single-sex
that
Title
that "every exercise of statutory interpretation begins with an
examination of the plain language of the statute. . . .When the circumstances. See, e.g., GT'i7liarns v. Sch. I~isz. c> "P~~rthl~hc?m,
statute's language is plain, the sole function of the courts . . . is to Pa. 99~ F. ?cl 1Fib, 174 (3cI Cir. !X93} (importantly noting
enforce it according to its terms." ~lfiir~hr r. ~tlillerrtiiiar~i Radio Gi-~. that a determination of whether equal opportunities are
LCC;' Fi5(7 T'. 3c~ '95 3012 (3cf Cir ~~I1J (quoting ,~ifslcan v. available for boys and girls in an athletic program "may turn
C'ozrnU~~~~tiide Fin. Cz~r~~., ~~55 F. 3c! 753, 759 (3rl C"ir. ~'OQ911.
on whether there are real and significant physical differences
beri~een boys and girls in high school").
19 The issue of deconstructing sex-segregated bathrooms is a policy
matter that is better suited for Congressional consideration and
Additionally, this interpretation of Title IX is consistent with
deliberation. [**47] This approach has been successful in fighting
the [**49] application of similar language in Title VII, as
discrimination in other contexts, including the development of
review of the applicable cases above.
statutory provisions to meet the needs of persons with disabilities explained in the Court's
under the Americans with Disabilities Act. See Jill D, Weinberg, See L)aiti~fr L. v. Grecrte~~ ~T~hr~.ctoticr~ Scl~. Z~isf. SS6 F' Sx~~,~. ?~l
Transgender Bathroom Usage: A Privileging of Biology and X32, 381 (~~!U. Per. 2004) ("Title IX freely borrows [*678]
Physical Difference in the Law, 18 Buff. J. Gender, L. & Soc. Poly the jurisprudence of Title VII."); Murt~a~~ t~. Illc=ii' Yarlt Unii~.
147, 153 (2010) ("The most obvious panacea is to create statutory C:'nll. nf'Denti,styi- S? F.3d 243. 24~ ~c~ Cir~. 19~5~ ("[I]n a
authority in which emphases of accommodation and equality are Title IX suit for gender discrimination . . . an educational
moved to the forefront of lawmaking. This framework has been institution may be held liable under standards similar to those
employed in the context of disability antidiscriminarion applied in cases under Title VII."). See, e.g., Uluite v. F.
protections.").
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Airliners Inc.. 742 f". 2c1Ifl$I. I(?87 (7tlr C~i~. 1984) (holding
that the term "sex" as it is used in Title VII refers to nothing
more than "biological male or biological female").
Finally, the Court finds particularly compelling that the
regulations implementing Title IX explicitly permit
educational institutions subject to Title IX to provide separate
toilet, Locker room, and shower facilities on the basis of sex:
A recipient may provide separate toilet, locker room, and
shower facilities on the basis of sex, but such facilities
provided for students of one sex shall be comparable to
such facilities provided for students of the other sex.

boys and girls in [their use of restrooms and locker
rooms]. We are concerned not with the desirability of the
practice but only its constitutionality. Once that threshold
has been passed, it is the [University's] responsibility to
determine the best methods of accomplishing its mission.
t'«r~c/1lteirrier i~. Sch. Dist. ~rf Philcxlel~~hin. ~~2 F". Zc~ 8~0. 888
j3c~ C'i~-. 197Fi). In the case sub judice, the University's policy
of separating bathrooms and locker rooms on the basis of
birth sex is permissible under Title TX and the United States
Constitution.
[*679] 2. Sex Stereotyping Claim

~~ C.F.R. _tiS 16.33. The regulations implementing Title IX
also provide that nothing in the regulations "shall prevent a
recipient from considering an employee's sex in relation to
employment in a locker room or toilet facility used only by
members of one sex." 3~ C'.F.R. ,~ 106.6.1. Indeed, [**50) the
statute itself allows for sex-segregated living spaces:
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in
this chapter, nothing contained herein shall be construed
to prohibit any educational institution receiving funds
under this Act, from maintaining separate living facilities
for the different sexes.
?0 U.S.C. d' .1686. Thus, Title IX and its implementing
regulations clearly permit schools to provide students with
certain sex-segregated spaces, including bathroom and locker
room facilities, to perform certain private activities and bodily
functions consistent with an individual's birth sex.
The Court finds the conclusion of the Third Circuit in
1'orchheitner—a case involving both an Equal Protection
Claim challenge and a Title IX challenge to sex-segregated
schools—pertinent here, as modified to the facts and issues of
this case:
The gravamen of plaintiffs case is [his] desire to [use] a
specific [restroom or locker room] based on its particular
appeal to [him]. [He] believes that the choice should not
be denied [him] because of an educational policy with
which [he] does not agree.
We are not unsympathetic with [his] desire to have an
expanded freedom of choice, but its cost should not be
overlooked. [**51] If [he] were to prevail, then all [sexsegregated restrooms and locker rooms] would have to
be abolished. The absence of [sex-segregated spaces]
would stifle the ability of the [University] to continue
with a respected educational methodology. It follows too
that those students and parents who prefer an education
[with sex segregated restrooms and locker rooms] would
be denied their freedom of choice. . . .
It is not for us to pass upon the wisdom of segregating

Regarding Plaintiffs sex stereotyping claim, Defendants
argue that Plaintiffs claims must be evaluated under the
framework of the Third Circuit's precedents in 13ibhv v. CUca
CAla Bottlratg C~'c~.. 260 F'. 3c~ 257 lad Cir~. 21)011 and ~'s~c»~~el v.
[Vise Baisine:ss Forms,, .Inc. 579 P. 3d 2S'S (3d Cir. ?(JQ91.~~ In
Bi~i/~v, the Court considered whether the plaintiff had
presented evidence [**52] sufficient to support a claim of
same-sex sexual harassment under Title VII, l3ih~~v, 260 /~. .id
a~ 2(l. In evaluating the plaintiffs claim for discrimination,
the Third Circuit first noted that Title VII does not prohibit
discrimination based on sexual orientation, but provides relief
"only for discrimination because of sex." Icl. crf 26l (noting
that "Congress has repeatedly rejected legislation that would
have extended Title VII to cover sexual orientation"). Thus,
the court noted, in order to allege a claim for relief under Title
VII for same-sex harassment, the plaintiff must allege facts
showing that the harassment was because of sex. The court
held that, while harassment on the basis of sexual orientation
has no place in our society, "Congress has not yet seen fit . . .
to provide protection against such harassment." Icf. Sri 2h5
(concluding that plaintiffs claims for same-sex harassment
failed to state a cognizable claim for discrimination on the
basis of sex under Title VII),
The court identified a variety of situations where same-sex
harassment could be considered discrimination "because of
sex," including where the harasser sexually desires the victim,
where there is no sexual attraction but where the harasser
displays hostility to the presence of a particular sex in the
workplace, and where the harasser's conduct was motivated

'-0 While these cases involve sex stereotyping claims under Title VII,
courts have also applied the sex stereotyping analysis to Title IX
cases. See, e.g., Rruni~le r. FUuvic~tiv He~rltl: Sens., Nr~. Id-cr-2037

sa:~;~rFr.~~T. ~r~ls c:~.s. r~rsr. L~~~as.~ls~~, ~nr; r~~r. rly~~l.> ter*~
(I~. :L~in~i. .~I~fcrr. IC, 201~) ("~'Vhen analyzing Title IX, courts have
interpreted [**53] the term 'sex' to include 'individuals who are
perceived as not conforming to gender stereotypes and
expectations."').
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by a Ueiief that the victim did not conform to the stereotypes
of his or her gender. Icy crt 262. This third situation—where a
harasser is acting to punish the victim's noncompliance with
gender stereotypes—is based on the Supreme Court's decision
in frice W~~tet•h«ure v. f~~~kins, ~9p (,':S. 228, It1~ S. C't,
177.5, 104 I.. Fd. 2cf 36b' (19b'~1.
In P~•ic~~ tiV~~~e~~hausc~, the Supreme Court held that a woman
who was denied a promotion because she failed to conform to
gender stereotypes had a cognizable claim for discrimination
under Title VII because she was discriminated against
"because of sex." The Court explained that "we are beyond
the day when an employer could evaluate employees by
assuming or insisting that they matched the stereotype
associated with their group, for '[i]n forbidding employers to
discriminate against [**54J individuals because of their sex,
Congress intended to strike at the entire spectrum of disparate
treatment of men and women resulting from sex stereotypes."'
P~•ice ~1~'ate~~hoir.,~ ~9t) G':S. rrt 251 (citations omitted). The
Court explained that it was impermissible for the plaintiffs
employer to condition her promotion on such stereotypical
factors as the plaintiff's ability to "walk more femininely, talk
more femininely, wear make-up, have her hair styled, and
wear jewelry." Id ut 2~i~'.

Defendants contend that Plaintiff has failed to allege
sufficient facts to establish a sex stereotyping claim. The
Court agrees. As explained in Brl~(~t: and Pr~~~~>>~cl, to state a
cognizable claim for discrimination under a sex stereotyping
claim, a plaintiff must allege that he did not conform to his
harasser's vision of how a man should look, speak, and act.
Pro~~~c~l. 579 F. 3cC a1 ?9'. Sex stereotyping claims are based
on behaviors, mannerisms, and appearances. See, e.g., Glenn
v. 13r~rrntb,~; 663 ~'. 3c~ 1312, 1.31~4-] 9 (IIth Cir~. 20111
(reviewing cases and finding gender stereotypes to include
"wearing jewelry that was considered too effeminate, carrying
a serving tray too gracefully, or taking too• active a role in
child-rearing"); Smith ~~. C;ity of S~alern, C?hi~~, 37b' F. 3~~ 5~~,
X 72 (nth Cir~. 2t)~4) (explaining that plaintiffs "complaint sets
forth the conduct and mannerisms . . . [that] did not conform
with his employers' and co-workers' sex [**56] stereotypes of
how a man should look and behave," including plaintiffs
mannerisms, appearance, conduct, and behaviors); ~1litche7l ti~.
,1Yc~an ,Sca~tc~(i~TzaYm, Inc.. .~'i~. (15-~:r-7¢_3, ?(1Oh U.S. 17ist.
LE:17S 6~.5?1 20l)fi 'GAL ~.i6173 art *2 t~L~F:L7. Pcr. 1'c~h. 17.
'0(Ih1 (finding that plaintiff had alleged facts showing that his
failure to conform to sex stereotypes of how a man should
look and behave—in other words, his non-conforming
behavior and appearance—were the catalyst behind
defendant's discriminatory actions),

Likewise, in Prowel v. Wise Business Forms, Inc., the Third
Circuit considered whether a plaintiff had provided sufficient Here, Plaintiff has not alleged that Defendants discriminated
facts for hrs claim of gender stereotyping under Title VII. against him because of the way he looked, acted, or spoke.
Relying on Bibby, the Court again noted that, to bring a claim Instead, Plaintiff alleges only that the University refused to
for discrimination under Title [*680] VII, the plaintiff must permit him to use the bathrooms and locker rooms consistent
demonstrate that the discrimination was because of sex and with his gender identity rather than his birth sex. Such an
that sexual orientation claims, absent a showing that the allegation is insufficient to state a claim for discrimination
harassment was because of sex, are not cognizable under Title under a sex stereotyping theory. See, e.g., F~n~e v. Sug~~ Coz-~~.,
VII. Protiv~el 571 }-` 3~1 at 2R9. But, as explained in Bibby, a 61 F. Sat,~~~. 3rd n51, 11'a. x:12-c°~~-1119-Df~E, 201- ~t.S'. Dist.
plaintiff may prevail on a discrimination claim on the basis of LEXIS 1h31~1 21)14 fi~L 6611~~7 r~r ~~6 (Y6`:L?. 7E>,r. ~'c~r. 1
sex under a gender stereotyping theory as established in Price 2(114? ("courts have been reluctant to extend the [*681] sex
Waterhouse. To allege a gender stereotyping claim, a plaintiff stereotyping theory to cover circumstances where the plaintiff
must show that his harasser was acting to punish [**55] his is discriminated against because the plaintiffs status as a
noncompliance with gender stereotypes. Pt•ol,rc.l. _579 F. 3tl crt transgender man or woman, without any additional evidence
29fI (finding evidence of gender stereotyping harassment related to gender stereotype non-conformity"); Ttsatr ~s. Lltalz
where plaintiff was harassed because he did not conform to T~~ansiz :1uth., .5~~ f~'.3d 1?I5. I22~ tlOtt~ Cir. 2Of)7j (Price
his employer's vision of "how a man should look, speak, and
act," rather than harassment based solely on his sexual 19 at 20) (citing Cilenta ~_. Brurrif~ti• 663 F. 3c~` 131? (111t: C~rr. 3011);
orientation).
.Sr~~ittr v. Ciy~oLb-ale~~t 37~P F. 3c1 S66 (6z{t Cir•. ?[!0~); Sc~hti4~enk r~.
Ilartfr~rd, 204 T'. 3d 11X47 (9th Cir. 2t)0(t~; .4chroe~r v BiNim~ton 577
The Court will evaluate the facts alleged by Plaintiff in his F. Str~a~. 2c~ 293 (Ia. U.C'. 2QO8t; .Llitchell i~, axcu~~ ScUndi ~har•rat
complaint under the Bibby and Prowel cases of this Circuit.2l Inc,. Ni>. 0~_ei~-~43, z~U6 U.~S, Dist. LEXIS 6721 20(16 ~~'L ~15~773
(T~'D. Pa. Feh. 17, 3OOh1). The cases cited by Plaintiff evaluate Title
VII transgender discrimination claims under the rubric of the Price
Waterhouse gender stereotyping analysis. While these cases provide
21 Plaintiff cites numeroas cases discussing the meaning of "sex" instructive analysis for transgender discrimination claims under a
under the framework of Title VII claims and asserts that "on the gender stereotyping theory, the Court will apply the Third Circuit
basis of sex" should be understood to "encompass discrimination analysis developed in I3iL,hi, and Pr•oirel, and finds Plaintiffs cited
based on gender nonconformity and transgender status." (ECF No. cases distinguishable from the instant case on their facts. [**57]
-•

•
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Waterhouse does not require "employers to allow biological
males to use women's restrooms. Use of a restroom
designated for the opposite sex does not constitute a mere
failure to conform to sex stereotypes."); J~l~a~son ~~. F~•c>sh
;~:larlc. Inc.. 337 F. ,Su~~p. ?d 5796, 10O(l (iV.D. f~hia 2003) affil,
9c~ F. ~1~~~~'x 4fi1 (bth Cir. 2(~0~} (finding no discrimination
where employer did not require plaintiff to conform her
appearance to a particular gender stereotype, but instead only
required plaintiff to conform to the accepted principles
established for gender-distinct public restrooms).
Indeed, Plaintiff [**58] alleges that the University permitted
him to live in conformance with his male gender identity in
ail material respects, with the one exception of the
University's policy regarding bathroom and locker room
usage. Plaintiff alleges that he presented as a male, and he
does not allege that he was ever harassed or discriminated
against by the University because he dressed, spoke, or
behaved like a man, or because he did not dress, act, or speak
like a woman. Likewise, Plaintiff avers that he was permitted
to enroll in a men's weight training course; the University
accepted his name change to a traditional male name and
updated his student records to reflect the name change; and
the University treated him in conformity with his male gender
identity in all other respects. Plaintiff simply has not alleged
that Defendants discriminated against him because he did not
behave, walk, talk, or dress in a manner inconsistent with any
preconceived notions of gender stereotypes. See Price
1Talc3rho~rse, ~9f) C.~:S. ut 2:3?; P}~o~vc! X 74 ~'. ate Est X 9(1.

(explaining that employer did not transgress Title VII because
it "did not require Plaintiff to conform her appearance to a
particular gender stereotype, instead, the company only
required Plaintiff to conform to the accepted [**60] principles
established for gender-distinct public restrooms"); Ilispernic.
~r`c~s Fnr~r+nt ti~. Bruno, .16 f1.I~.3r~ ?94, 7921'~':Y.S. 2d =~.i f1V Y.
A~j~. L3iv. ?11051 (holding complaint failed to allege a claim
for relief under New York Human Rights Laws because
plaintiff did not allege [*682] that transgender individuals
were selectively excluded from bathrooms, but that they were
excluded from certain bathrooms on the same basis as all
biological males and females—biological sexual assignment,
which is not impermissible discrimination); Gains i~. i~~est
Gr~ou~~ 63.5 N. y~'. 2c~ 717 (~1~tinn. 20~]} (holding defendant's
designation of restroom use, applied uniformly, on the basis
of biological gender rather than gender identity was not
discrimination under the Minnesota Human Rights Act).
Similarly, courts have concluded that sex-segregated
bathrooms are not impermissible sex discrimination. See, e.g.,
Ccri~sc>v v. 1~'v~~c~ s~lotor Co., 516 F Vic! ~Ih (5th Ci~~. 19?S).
Likewise, at least one court has reasoned that prohibiting a
transgender student from using a restroom consistent with his
or her gender does not constitute discrimination under Title
IX, because "it would be a stretch to conclude that a
'restroom,' in and of itself, is educational in nature and thus an
education program" as required to state a prima facie case
under the statute. See l7oe v Clark Cnty. Sch. Dist. itio. 2t)6cv-lt)~4-JC~t~f2.1,1. ?OOS ~'..5, L)ist. l.EXIS 71204 ZODN i~i'Z
~a?287? at *3 (D.:l~cv. Sez~1. 17. 2DOz4).

Instead, the University simply classified him based on his For these reasons, [**61] the Court finds that Plaintiff has
birth sex and prohibited him from entering sex-segregated failed to state a plausible claim for relief under Title IX, and
spaces based on that classification, for the sole purpose of will therefore dismiss Count II of Plaintiffs second amended
enforcing its policy of sex-segregated [**59] bathrooms and complaint.
locker rooms. Plaintiff argues that Defendants treated him
differently from other males because he was transgender. This C. Retaliation Claims
contention is simply inconsistent with his other allegations
that the University permitted him, without harassment or Plaintiffs retaliation claims under the Eaual Protection
discrimination, to dress like a man, act like a man, change his Clause and Title IX fare no better than the discrimination
name to reflect his male gender, and enroll in classes claims. In a Title IX discrimination case, a plaintiff may assert
designated for males. Plaintiffs sole contention of a private right of action "where the funding recipient retaliates
discrimination is that UPJ forbade him from using University against an individual because he has complained about sex
bathrooms and locker rooms consistent with his male gender discrimination." Da~ti~rr IJ. v. G~~~cater .Iohrrstau~r~ S'ctr. Dist.
identity rather than his female birth sex. This allegation SN61~`. Sz~vt~. ~c133?, 373 ~E~'.D. Pcr. 200~~') (quotingJacl~:son v.
I3irniir~„h~an~ 13c~ of lt~uc~., ~i~~ t;~.S. 167 171 12S S. Ct. 147
simply does not constitute a claim for sex stereotyping.
161 L. Eck 2d 361 j217t)5~, To state a claim for retaliation, a
must allege that (1) he engaged in a protected
have
plaintiff
considered
similar
claims
Furthermore, courts that have
consistently concluded that requiring individuals to use activity; (2) the funding recipient subjected him to an adverse
bathrooms consistent with their birth or biological sex rather action after or contemporaneously with the protected activity;
than their gender identity is not discriminatory conduct in and (3) a causal link existed between the protected activity
violation of federal and state constitutions and statutes. See, and the adverse action. Gf•cate~- Johnsto~ti°n Sigh. Di.st,. .586 T'.
e.g., Jol~nso~r i~. Trc,sh t1~Inr•l;, Inc., 3~7 Z''. Sr1a~. 2~ 99~, II)0(? Supt. 2~~I cat 3i4-75 (citing T~'cstot~ r'. Pc:nnca~trcrrria 251 F. 3cl
(N;1). C~I~io 2003) aff'd, 98 ~`. App',t- ~~1 (6th CiY. ?f~f)4) 4?lJ, 430 (3c~ Cir. 20O1)). Protected activities include
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complaints of sexual discrimination to the courts, government
agencies, or the funding recipient. See 13urliF~~tc~n N. c~ Santa
Fe Rv. C~. v. LVhite. 545' L7~4. 53. ~ih' 12G ~S. C't. ~~05, 165 L.
Ecl Zd 343 f30i16'1. The adverse action in the second element
of the prima facie case must be "materially adverse" such that
it "might well have dissuaded a reasonable [person in the
plaintiffs position] from making or supporting a charge of
discrimination." ~3rn-lin~avn, 548 ZT..S'. cx~~ h~~Y-7O. "[P]etty
slights [**62] or minor annoyances" are not material. Irk. Ut
v
fih'. Regarding the third prong of the prima facie case of
retaliation, a plaintiff must allege that the adverse action was
motivated by "retaliatory animus," Fcrt~reX/ v. .Planters
Lifes~aver-s Co.. ?06 F. 3c~' 271, Z81. ?8~ (3d Cir-. 200), and
that this animus had a "determinative effect" on the
complained-of decision. FVnods~n i~. Scott Pcttlet~ C`o., l09 I'.
3rd 913 935 ~3c1 Cir~. 19~~?j. Further, "[t]o establish the
requisite causal connection, Plaintiff must allege facts to
demonstrate either: '(1) an unusually suggestive temporal
proximity between the protected activity and the allegedly
retaliatory action, or (2) a pattern of antagonism coupled with
timing to establish a causal link."' Frn~er~ v. 7'ertrnle Ur~i~~., 2~
Co
F. :S"~rt~~. ~d .i98. t~J ~ (E.L). Pa. .lurte ~, 2C)14} (quoting w
i~. ~11et~trc:s, S~1 Fecf. ~t~x:z 22N. 2:i2 (3~1 Cir•. ?(t13}).
Likewise, a plaintiff must allege "facts showing 'actual
antagonistic conduct or animus' [*683] in 'the intervening
period,' between the protected activity and the retaliation."
Frcrzc~r. 25 F: St~~r. 3t~ at ~i1f~.
Plaintiff has failed to allege sufficient facts to plausibly
establish a claim for retaliation. In his complaint, Plaintiff
simply alleges that "following his expulsion," he was
"investigated by the FBI for potential involvement in a series
of bomb threats against the University" and that "the
University gave Mr. Johnston's name to the FBI in retaliation
for exercising his right to complain about the University's
discriminatory [**63] conduct.° (ECF No. 7 ¶¶ 83-84).
Plaintiffs complaint fails to allege sufficiently that the
adverse action was motivated by retaliatory animus or that
any animus had a determinative effect on the complained-of
decision. As such, Plaintiffs claims for retaliation under both
the Egual Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment
and Title IX will be dismissed.

Plaintiffs REB Commuter Scholarship and UPJ's nondiscrimination policy.
Because the Court grants Defendants' motion to dismiss
Plaintiffs federal claims, the Court declines to exercise
supplemental jurisdiction over Plaintiffs state law claims and
will dismiss those claims without prejudice. See ?$ U: S. C. ~~
1367 c (3) ("The district courts may decline to exercise
supplemental jurisdiction over a claim under ~°ul~secti«n ta) if
. . . the district court has dismissed [**64] all claims over
which it has original jurisdiction."); Uaritec~ fllir~e Yi"others v.
Ciil~bs~ 3h'3 [I:S. 71S 72t 8C~ S. Cr. 113U, I6 G. Fcl. 2c~ 21K
19661 ("[I]f the federal claims are dismissed before trial,
even though not insubstantial in a jurisdictional sense, the
state claims should be dismissed as well."); Bing r. C~un~v ~~f
Glc~r~czc~ster. 302 F. ~~i~'~ ~2, ~~ (.3c~ Cir. ?f)f18); 13c~rr~tr:nv° i~.
Tlronrrxs. No. 3.13—c:i~—?71. ?01=1 L%.S. Dist LEXIS ?~9~43
2~J14 ~1'L 2~~378b ar *b (fi!D. Pcr. Ju7~v ?, 2t~I4).
VI. Conclusion
Plaintiff has failed to state a plausible claim for relief for
c ual Protection
discrimination or retaliation under either the Et
Clause or Title IX.22 Accordingly, for the reasons stated
above, the Court will grant Defendants' motion to dismiss
Plaintiffs second amended complaint. Because Plaintiff has
failed to cure the deficiencies of his complaint despite having
multiple opportunities, these claims are dismissed with
prejudice, and no further amendment will be permitted
because it would be futile.
An appropriate order follows.
ORDER
AND NOW, this 31st day of March 2015, upon
consideration [**65] of Defendants' motion to dismiss (ECF
No. 9), and for the reasons set forth in the accompanying
memorandum,
[*684] IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Defendants' motion
to dismiss is GRANTED, with prejudice. The Clerk of Court
shall mark this case closed.
BY THE COURT:

D. State Law Claims
In addition to his federal law claims for discrimination,
Plaintiff has asserted three state law claims in his second
amended complaint. Count Three asserts a claim for
discrimination and retaliation under the Pennsylvania Human
Relations Act, =t3 P.S. ~ y55, Count Four asserts a claim for
discrimination and retaliation under the Pennsylvania Fair
Educational Opportunities Act, ?~ P.S. ~' 5(701, et ,~~>c~, Count
Five asserts a common law breach of contract claim related to

z'-The Court recognizes the changing perceptions in society
concerning transgender individuals. "However, the fitnction of this
Court is . . . to construe the law in accordance with proper statutory
construction and judicial precedent. The Court is constrained by the
framework of the remedial statute enacted by Congress . . .° C~il4r- ~~.
~'inra-l?i.rie Lc~uisiarta. htc~.. iVa. 0O-c~r:-3314 lfJO? U.~S'. /fist. LhXIS
1'41'. _'0O? 6~`L 3109b'S~1. at *6 (E.Z~. Gra. S'e,~z. Il; 211~)Z).
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/s/ Kim R. Gibson
KIM R. GIBSON
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE
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